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The design of the TCV lokamak allows the creation of
doublet-shaped plasmas. The doublet with its internal
separatrix has several unique features. One of these is
the existence of a large zone of reversed shear outside
the separatrix. This zone is tied to the magnetic
configuration and does not have to be created by
current profile modification. Another important
property of doublets is the fact that vertical instability
growth rates are much lower than in D-shaped
plasmas with the same elongation. Three scenarios
for creating doublets in TCV have been considered:

(1) Lateral constriction of an elongated
racetrack-shaped plasma: Analysis of this scenario
shows that vertical instability growth rates at the time
when the separatrix begins to form are extremely
high. In fact, the stability margin approaches zero,
and the plasma becomes ideally unstable. For this
reason, no experimental work has been devoted to
this scenario on TCV so far.

(2) Hour-glass scenario: This scenario stalls with a pear-shaped plasma
representing the upper lobe of the doublet. The poloidal flux is controlled in such a way thai it
stays constant on the boundary of the final doublet shape. When the current is gradually
increased under these conditions, the plasma spills over into the lower lobe, an internal
separatrix appears, and finally the currents in the two lobes become equal. This scenario has
been investigated experimentally: Pear-shaped plasmas have been created in the upper half of
the TCV vessel and a constant flux has been produced on a doublet-shaped contour. How ever,
when the current is increased, q drops below 2 before ihe plasma spills over to Ihe lower lobe.
Numerical simulations show that the spili-over phase is only possible when the current profiles
are rather broad. In TCV Ohmie plasmas, current profiles are generally too peaked for this
scenario.

(3) Merging of two droplet-shaped plasmas: This scenario was used in ihe original
doublet experiments at GA. In TCV, the formation of two separate plasmas is possible but
extremely difficult due to the very low resistance of the vacuum vessel. Experiments with the
aim of creating and merging two small plasmas are underway.


